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All the things we celebrate in life are depicted in this Baltimore Album-style quilt! This quilt, created

as a celebration quilt, becomes an appliqued documentary representing the things you love.

Baltimore Album-style construction beautifully highlights family life, love, America's history,

patriotism, social compassion, and spiritual expression. Sixteen original block designs include 53

different flower and fruit appliques. Fifteen embroidery stitches add the finishing touches to this

exquisite project. A pattern CD is included.
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Margarete Heinisch says her daughter's admiration of a Baltimore album quilt at a local quilt show,

"set off the first spark" in the back of her head to create her own album quilt. "Mi Amor" is the result

of that spark, a gift celebrating the 25th wedding anniversary of her daughter and son-in-law. Each

block in this magnificent quilt, symbolizes in some way, their life together. All I can say is, wow, what

a lovely gift and magnificent legacy.A CD-ROM containing all the templates, embroidery stitching,

and layout diagrams for each block (to print out) is included. The book begins with detailed and

illustrated instructions for fabric requirements, additional supplies (such as batting, embroidery floss,

etc.), fabric shortcuts (among others, the author suggests appliqueing silk leaves from artificial

flowers), different ways to make stems, how to make circles, embroidery stitches (running stitch, fly

stitch, back stitch, stem or outline stitch, couching stitches, buttonhole stitch, lazy daisy stitch,

buttonhole scallops, straight stitch, satin stitch, French knot, bullion stitch, seed stitch, and turkey

work), making yo-yo flowers, making rickrack flowers, embroidering ladybugs & potato bugs, using



fabric paints, assembling the quilt, adding borders, adding corded piping, and finishing the

quilt.Each of the 16 blocks is explained and illustrated in detail with the fabric requirements,

supplies, sewing instructions, painting (if any) instructions, and an embroidery stitching chart (shows

stitches used, thread color, etc.) I appreciated and found very interesting the explanation given of

the symbolism behind each block.
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